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Directed by Henry Hoffman 
A bold new approach to the old classic, 
told through heavy-metal rock 'n' roll 
. < / ,•x~~~~~~? 
The Second Coming 
Turning and turning in the widening gyre 
The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the certre cannot hold; 
Mere anarchy is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity. 
Surely some revelation is at hand; 
Surely the Second Coming is at hand. 
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out 
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi 
Troubles my sight; somewhere in the sands of the desert 
A shape with lion body and head of a man, 
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun, 
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it 
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds. 
The darkness drops again; but now I know 
That twenty centuries of stony sleep 
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle, 
And what rough beast. its hour come round at last. 
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born? 
-William Butler Yeats 
HENRY HOFFMAN..- Guest Director 
Henry Hoffman has directed 
several award-winning productions in 
New York and Los Angeles. He has 
taught and directed at several major 
theatre training centers, including 
A.C.T. in San Francisco; the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and 
the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
He holds degrees in Theatre and 
Philosophy and was a Fulbright 
Scholar and a Hilberry Fellow at 
Wayne State University in Detroit. 
Michigan. 
He recently directed his first motion 
picture for PBS, Osceola Cowboy, 
slated for airing in fall, 1985. 
He was a principal actor with many top regional theatres, including 
the Mark Taper Forum, ACT. the Seattle Repertory and the Playmakers Rep. 
He has also appeared prominently in television and movies. 
Presently, he teaches Voice and Diction for both undergraduates and 
graduates, as well as Acting. He will be teaching during the winter session 
at SJSU. 
He is the father of 11-year -old Sarah Kathleen. "I am interested in theatre 
and film," says Hoffman, "that deals with human beings in profound 
struggles to integrate; parents and children; and theatre that is truly 
international." 
From The Director 0 0 0 
We have searched out a "next wave" Antigone, not unlike the recent 
BAM productions in New York. "Next Wave" focuses on a happy amalgam 
of rock, opera and text. We have sought an Antigone that captures the 
essence of Sophocles, and takes place at the end of civilisation in an 
asylum of the Mind. 
As such, the characters are caught in a kind of permissive play-space 
where they are free to "act ouf' and make sense of a disintegrating 
society. The Chorus of Women (as opposed to a chorus of elders) have 
lost their husbands and children in this final war. They must decide if they 
will go on. They choose Antigone as their spokesperson. In the end, they 
are galvanized with purpose and become the eye of the revolution. 
In Antigone, we are looking at a monumental battle between old 
space and new space. Creon is Hitler, the worst of Western Civilisation. 
He is visualized here as a crazy, out of work actor, looking for one final 
role to play. Dr. Choragos is the head of this Asylum of the Mind; the 
Sentry is a night-club comic. Tieresias is the philoman of Carl Jung, the 
nld man in us that knows everythinq. The Firebird is the sonq of renewal. 
I want to thank my cast with whom I have created the scenario and 
all of the artists who have assisted me in realizing this event. 
J~M~W#0~ 
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